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Certain types of tourism, such as volunteer tourism and student travel, have long
been associated with global citizenship. To travel and to experience other
societies and other cultures is linked with a cosmopolitan outlook, and also with
the capacity to empathise and act ethically in relation to people in distant
countries. In turn global citizenship – being a ‘citizen of the world’ - has become
increasingly important both as a moral and political identity. Encouraged by
employers, validated by universities, travel has become a marker of moral and
intent for altruistic and ambitious youth with a mind to travel and the bank
balance to facilitate it. The chapters in this volume explore the relationship
between tourism, global citizenship and cosmopolitanism. The chapters were
originally published in a special issue of Tourism Recreation Research.
Hawai‘i's Scenic Roads examines a century of overland transportation from the
Kingdom's first constitutional government until World War II, discovering how
roads in the world's most isolated archipelago rivaled those on the U.S. mainland.
Building Hawai‘i's roads was no easy feat, as engineers confronted a unique
combination of circumstances: extreme isolation, mountainous topography,
torrential rains, deserts, volcanic eruptions, earthquakes, and on Haleakal?,
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freezing temperatures. By investigating the politics and social processes that
facilitated road projects, this study explains that foreign settlers wanted roads to
"civilize" the Hawaiians and promote western economic development, specifically
agriculture. Once sugar became the dominant driver in the economy, civic and
political leaders turned their attention to constructing scenic roads. Viewed as
"commercial enterprises," scenic byways became an essential factor in
establishing tourism as Hawai‘i's "third crop" after sugar and pineapple. These
thoroughfares also served as playgrounds for the islands' elite residents and
wealthy visitors who could afford the luxury of carriage driving, and after 1900,
motorcars. Duensing's provocative analysis of the 1924 Hawai‘i Bill of Rights
reveals that roads played a critical role in redefining the Territory of Hawai‘i's
status within the United States. Politicians and civic leaders focused on highway
funding to argue that Hawai‘i was an "integral part of the Union," thus entitled to
be treated as if it were a state. By accepting this "Bill of Rights," Congress
confirmed the territory's claim to access federal programs, especially highway
aid. Washington's subsequent involvement in Hawaii increased, as did the
islands' dependence on the national government. Federal money helped the
territory weather the Great Depression as it became enmeshed in New Deal
programs and philosophy. Although primarily an economic protest, the Hawai‘i
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Bill of Rights was a crucial stepping stone on the path to eventual statehood in
1959. The core of this book is the intriguing tales of road projects that established
the islands' most renowned scenic drives, including the Pali Highway, byways
around K?lauea Volcano, Haleakal? Highway, and the H?na Belt Road. The
author's unique approach provides a fascinating perspective for understanding
Hawai‘i's social dynamics, as well as its political, environmental, and economic
history.
The 2020 edition analyses tourism performance and policy trends across 51
OECD countries and partner economies. It highlights the need for coherent and
comprehensive approaches to tourism policy making, and the significance of the
tourism economy, with data covering domestic, inbound and outbound tourism,
enterprises and employment, and internal tourism consumption.
This Handbook offers an up-to-date and comprehensive overview of core themes
and concepts in community-based tourism management. Providing
interdisciplinary insights from leading international scholars, this is the first book
to critically examine the current status of community-basedtourism. Organised
into five parts, the Handbook provides cutting-edge perspectives on issues such
as Indigenous communities, tourism and the environment, sustainability, and the
impact of digital communities. Part 1 introduces core concepts and
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methodologies, and distinguishes community products from other tourism and
hospitality goods. Part 2 explores communities’ attitudes towards tourism
development and their engagement with and ownership of the process. It also
delves into the role of community- based tourism, under the influence of
governmental policies, in the economic and social development of a region. In
Part 3 various management, marketing, and branding initiatives are identified as
a means of expanding the tourism business. Part 4 examines the negative
impacts of mass tourism and its threats to culture, tradition, identity, the built
environment, and natural heritage. In the final and fifth part, future challenges
and opportunities for community-based tourism initiatives are considered, and
research-based sustainable solutions are proposed. Overall, the book considers
engaging local populations in tourism development as a way of building stronger
and more resilient communities. This Handbook fills a void in the current
research and thus will appeal to scholars, students, and practitioners interested
in tourism management, tourism geography, business studies, development
policy and practice, regional development, conservation, and sustainability.
This is the first book to provide the student of tourism, hospitality and events with
all that they need to undertake statistical analysis using SPSS for research in
their industry. Employing examples directly from the tourism, hospitality and
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events sector, it provides a comprehensive explanation on how appropriate
statistical tools and methods can be identified for this research context and
provides a step-by-step demonstration on how to carry out the chosen statistical
operations. Each chapter opens with a sector-specific case study reflecting
current research trends and issues from a range of different countries that are
affecting the industry today. It is followed by an examination of the SPSS
procedures relating to the case study and various solutions are offered. The
implementation of clear, step-by-step demonstrations on how to carry out
statistical operations using a combination of screenshots, diagrams, and tables
aids the reader’s understanding. Chapters close with thorough guidance on how
to appropriately write up interpretations of the research in a report. Research
implications and recommendations for tourism and hospitality businesses are
also provided, to enable them to successfully create and manage research
strategies in action. Adopting an interdisciplinary perspective and written by a
range of industry experts from all over the globe, this book will be essential for all
students and researchers in the field of tourism, hospitality, and events as well as
all those in related fields with an interest in statistical data analysis.
Modern religious tourism is a main segment of the tourism business. The main goal of religious
tourism is aimed at developing human spirituality, spiritual healing, and culture, where a person
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receives the experience of cooperation, or involvement with the place in which he resides, his
people, culture, and religion. This type of tourism is able to play a significant role in the overall
goals of society and to promote the establishment of trusting relationships between people of
all cultures and religions. Global Development of Religious Tourism is a crucial reference book
that contains research on the current religious situation as well as the tourism industry and
provides insights on their joint development. It is not possible to study any religious field
without understanding the religion itself and its impact on any country’s political and social
system. Therefore, the work also examines the impact of religion and tourism on economic and
social developments across the world. Highlighting topics that include sanctuary cities,
religious tourism management, and religious tourism in regions that span Europe, Africa, the
Middle East, and more, this book is targeted to managers, executives, planners, and other
professionals in the tourism and hospitality industry; government officials; religious leaders;
and researchers, academicians, and students working in the fields of tourism management,
business management, information and communication sciences, administrative sciences and
management, education, and social and political sciences.
Discover this exciting destination with the most incisive and entertaining guidebook on the
market. Whether you plan to island-hop your way down the Andaman coast, sample street
food at Bangkok's night markets or trek to the hill tribes around Chiang Mai, The Rough Guide
to Thailand will show you the ideal places to sleep, eat, drink, shop and visit along the way. Independent, trusted reviews written with Rough Guides' trademark blend of humour, honesty
and insight, to help you get the most out of your visit, with options to suit every budget. - Fullcolour maps throughout- navigate Bangkok's backstreets and stroll around Krabi town without
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needing to get online. - Stunning images - a rich collection of inspiring colour photography. Things not to miss - Rough Guides' rundown of Thailand's best sights and experiences. Itineraries - carefully planned routes to help you organize your trip. - Detailed regional
coverage - whether off the beaten track or in more mainstream tourist destinations, this travel
guide has in-depth practical advice for every step of the way. Areas covered include: Bangkok;
Chiang Mai; Ko Samui; Ko Pha Ngan; Ko Lanta; Phuket; Ko Phi Phi; Krabi; Ko Tao; Ko Chang;
Ko Kood; Ko Samet; Ko Mak; Pai; Ayutthaya; Nakhon Si Thammarat; Nan; Ao Phang Nga.
Attractions include: Chatuchak Weekend Market; Jim Thompson's House; Wat Pho; Khmer
ruinsat Phimai; Khao Yai National Park; Wat Phra That Doi Suthep; The Grand Palace; Wat
Phu Tok; The National Museum. - Basics - essential pre-departure practical information
including getting there, local transport, accommodation, food and drink, health, the media,
festivals, outdoor activities, spas and traditional massage, meditation centres and retreats,
culture and etiquette, travelling with children, and more. - Background information- a Contexts
chapter devoted to history, religion, art and architecture, flora and fauna, environmental issues,
music, hill tribes, film and recommended books, plus a handy language section. Make the Most
of Your Time on Earth with The Rough Guide to Thailand. About Rough Guides: Escape the
everyday with Rough Guides. We are a leading travel publisher known for our"tell it like it is"
attitude, up-to-date content and great writing. Since 1982, we've published books covering
more than 120 destinations around the globe, with an ever-growing series of ebooks, a range
of beautiful, inspirational reference titles, and an award-winning website. We pride ourselves
on our accurate, honest and informed travel guides.
This book examines the implications of EU enlargement for tourism in the region. It provides a
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country-by-country examination of each of the new member states, in terms of their current
patterns and trends of tourism development and the impacts of EU accession on them. Topics
include: historical trajectories of the European tourism development process, new structural
and geographical patterns of European tourism, the politics of EU enlargement and
implications for tourism policy, regional, national and local economic development trends,
social and cultural implications of transition and accession, tourism education in the new
Europe, and the marketing and re-branding of accession countries.
Presenting the definitive guide to one of New York City's most fascinating and unsung placesthe new Harlem. From West Harlem to Central Harlem to East Harlem, the Harlem Travel
Guide is your ticket to all things cultural, historical, entertaining, and delicious. With a rich
350-year history, Harlem has been host to some of the most creative, influential, and
captivating people of our times, and its ethnic diversity and wealth of talent make Harlem an
experience not to be missed.In the Harlem Travel Guide, you'll discover where to find: o the
most elegant boutique accommodationso fine-dining establishments that offer outstanding
international cuisineo museums and art galleries that feature important exhibitions of works by
African, African-American, African-Caribbean and Latin artists o performance halls that provide
the finest in theater, opera, and danceo cultural institutions that offer a wide range of
multimedia happenings o Nineteenth- and twentieth-century architectural treasureso a wealth
of landmark historical sites o music venues and nightclubs that run the gamut from classical
strains to R&B to soul, hip-hop to gospel, world-class jazz to hot Latin beatso uncommonly
known cultural and historical factso full-color maps of each distinctive area & a listing of
exciting annual eventso useful tips of how to meet all of your travel needs Whether you're a
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resident or are visiting the Big Apple for the first time, isn't it time you discovered New York's
most fascinating destination?
Discover Thailand's dynamic capital with the most incisive and entertaining guide book on the
market. Whether you plan to visit the Grand Palace, drift along the Thornburi canals or sip
cocktails at the Sky Bar, The Rough Guide to Bangkok will show you the ideal places to sleep,
eat, drink, shop and visit along the way. Independent, trusted reviews written with Rough
Guides' trademark blend of humour, honesty and insight, to help you get the most out of your
visit, with options to suit every budget. Full-colour chapter maps throughout and a full-pagesize city plan - to navigate Dusit's grand boulevards or the narrow streets of Chinatown without
needing to get online. Stunning images - a rich collection of inspiring colourphotography.
Things not to miss - Rough Guides'rundown of Bangkok's best sights and experiences.
Itineraries - carefully planned routes to help you organize your trip. Detailed coverage whether in the city centre or out in the suburbs and beyond, this travel guide has in-depth
practical advice for every step of the way. Areas covered include: Ratanakosin, Banglamphu,
Chinatownand Pahurat, Thonburi, Dusit, Downtown, Chatuchak Weekend Market. Attractions
include: Wat Phra Kaeo, Wat Arun, National Museum, Jim Thompson's House, Chinatown,
Chatuchak Weekend Market. Listings chapters - from accommodation and restaurants to clubs
and live music, plus festivals, events and kids' Bangkok. Basics - essential pre-departure
practical information including getting there, local transport, the media, tourist information,
public holidays, costs, entry requirements and more. Background information - a Contexts
chapter devoted to history, books and film, plus a handy language section and glossary. Make
the Most of Your Time on Earth with The Rough Guide to Bangkok. About Rough Guides:
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Escape the everyday with Rough Guides. We are a leading travel publisher known for our "tell
it like it is" attitude, up-to-date content and great writing. Since 1982, we've published books
covering more than 120 destinations around the globe, with a never-growing series of ebooks,
a range of beautiful, inspirational reference titles, and an award-winning website. We pride
ourselves on our accurate, honest and informed travel guides.

Cushner integrates current research on the intercultural experience and relates it to his
personal travel experiences while providing guidelines to enable educators to integrate
reflective travel as an active part of the educational experience of young people.
Alphabetically lists and describes Web sites on a variety of topics, including health,
culture, business, travel, and education.
This book explores solutions to the problems of inconsistency and even exploitation of
the term ecotourism through examples, case studies, and a discussion of quality control
and certification. The first part of the book (chapters 2-8) moves the reader through the
spectrum of quality assurance tools, from what are perceived to be the least rigorous
and effective (awards of excellence and codes of conduct) to more formal, credible and
effective methods (certification and accreditation), with a brief foray into using indicators
to measure and monitor effectiveness. The second part (chapters 9-23) looks at a
range of ecotourism stakeholders' perspectives, with an emphasis in one way or
another on various industry certification programmes. A concluding chapter explores
the challenges and issues for quality in ecotourism. The book has a glossary and a
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subject index.
The 2018 edition analyses tourism performance and policy trends across 49 OECD
countries and partner economies. It highlights the need for coherent and
comprehensive approaches to tourism policy making, and the significance of the
tourism economy, with data covering domestic,...
Tour guides, a highly responsible group of professionals who are in direct
communication with tourists traveling around the world, have a great impact on the
proper promotion of the culture of countries, global peace, and tolerance. Additionally,
they are also effective in the preservation of world natural heritage. Thus, the
educational status of tour guides, as well as the characteristics and ethical values that
they should possess, need to be examined on an international scale. In today’s world,
where tourism demand is directed towards all types of tourism, practices in special
interest tourism should be customized in order to ensure the highest level of service
quality and cultural appreciation. Cases on Tour Guide Practices for Alternative
Tourism provides emerging research exploring the theoretical and practical aspects of
the occupational issues that surround tour guides and their applications within
international tourism. Featuring coverage on a broad range of topics such as cultural
education, specialized learning, and international business, this book is ideally
designed for tour guides, travel agencies, tour managers, tour developers, heritage
sites, museums, academicians, researchers, students, industry experts, and hospitality
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professionals.
The idea of "The Green Book" is to give the Motorist and Tourist a Guide not only of the
Hotels and Tourist Homes in all of the large cities, but other classifications that will be
found useful wherever he may be. Also facts and information that the Negro Motorist
can use and depend upon. There are thousands of places that the public doesn't know
about and aren't listed. Perhaps you know of some? If so send in their names and
addresses and the kind of business, so that we might pass it along to the rest of your
fellow Motorists. You will find it handy on your travels, whether at home or in some
other state, and is up to date. Each year we are compiling new lists as some of these
places move, or go out of business and new business places are started giving added
employment to members of our race.
Provides guidance on locating information sources produced by each state, as well as
to depository libraries that can facilitate further research.
Increasingly tourists are seeking learning and educational holidays. This interest has
led to the provision of tourism product with some form of learning or education as an
integral component, including cultural heritage tourism and ecotourism. The growth of
offshore education and lifelong learning has stimulated cross-border movement for
language learning, school excursions and university student travel. Reflecting this
growth in educational tourism types, the author outlines the main forms of educational
tourism, their demand and supply characteristics, their impacts and the management
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issues associated with them, taking a holistic systems-based perspective. The book
argues that without adequate research and appropriate management of educational
forms of tourism, the potential regional development impacts and personal learning
benefits will not be maximised. The book highlights the need for collaboration and
networking between both the tourism and education industries to adequately manage
the issues surrounding the growth in educational tourism.
Endorsed by the National Student Nurses' Association (NSNA), this practical guide
provides nursing students with down-to-earth advice on how to succeed academically,
deal with failure, improve on test-taking and report writing skills, and how to build
relationships with other students and faculty as they travel through nursing school. In
addition, this resource offers statistics on the cost of nursing school, how long it will
take to obtain a degree, survival tips from other nursing students, time management
strategies, and more. A must-have for every nursing student. Provides a light-hearted
and practical approach to getting through nursing school. Uses an easy to follow "road
trip" theme throughout. Endorsed by the National Student Nurses' Association (NSNA).
Offers down-to-earth advice and suggestions for improving time management and test
taking skills, forming support and/or study groups and improving oral and written
reports. Describes effective strategies for dealing with stressful situations such as
failure, procrastination, and depression. Addresses the challenges faced by returning
students such as how to balance school, work, and family obligations. Includes
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appendixes that provide useful information on Resources for NCLEXÂ® Review,
Sources of Scholarships and Loans, and U.S., Canadian, and Specialty Nursing
Organizations. Completely new and improved cartoon illustrations add to the lighthearted personality of the book. Now in color to be more visually appealing to the
reader. Updated content throughout, including: statistics on college tuition, valuable
facts about tuition reimbursements, employment rates, and salaries and benefits,
including the latest statistics. Alternate Routes chapter has been updated to include the
various degree paths a student can take within nursing school. Discusses the changes
on the NCLEXÂ® examination along with tips for individual and group study. Includes
information on the technological advances in nursing schools including online courses.
Presents opportunities for employment in the field of education listing over ninety job
descriptions, salary range, education and training requirements, and more.
This edited collection examines the means to create, maintain, and enhance positive
educational experiences at colleges and universities in the United States and abroad
with personal accounts, case studies, models, programs, and other frameworks written
by practitioners in higher education.
This book provides a holistic, multi-stakeholder picture of the first twenty years of
tourism development in aremote region of Eastern Indonesia. It is a rich description of
how tourism is intertwined with life in anon-western, marginal community. Based on
anthropological methods, this ethnography is about tourism andsocio-cultural change,
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tourists, conflict, globalisation, poverty and powerlessness.
Blessed with glorious beaches, spectacular mountain ranges and lush, green rainforest,
Puerto Rico offers fantastic outdoor activities, cultural sights, plus great food and music.
Insight Guide Puerto Rico provides detailed coverage of this fascinating country, while
full-colour photography and maps help you navigate with ease. Our detailed Travel Tips
give you all the practical information you need to plan your trip, including our selection
of the best and most authentic hotels and restaurants. About Insight Guides: Insight
Guides has over 40 years' experience of publishing high-quality, visual travel guides.
We produce around 400 full-color print guide books and maps as well as picturepacked eBooks to meet different travelers' needs. Insight Guides' unique combination
of beautiful travel photography and focus on history and culture together create a
unique visual reference and planning tool to inspire your next adventure. 'Insight
Guides has spawned many imitators but is still the best of its type.' - Wanderlust
Magazine
The Emerald Handbook of ICT in Tourism and Hospitality incorporates key research
findings, in-depth case studies and discussion of the future implications stemming from
technologies changes and developments across a number of core themes.
Improving positive and reducing negative organizational behaviors in businesses are
important in terms of organizational success as this will lead to an increase in employee
organizational commitment and job satisfaction. Considering that the tourism industry
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has such a dynamic structure, it is obvious that behavioral issues in the industry need
to be scrutinized. Organizational Behavior Challenges in the Tourism Industry is a
collection of innovative research that aims to explore relevant theoretical frameworks in
terms of organizational behavior issues and provides the opportunity for tourism
organizations to understand their employees? behavior. While highlighting topics
including emotional labor, deviant behavior, and organizational cynicism, this book is
ideally designed for hotel managers, tour directors, restaurateurs, travel agents,
business managers, professionals, researchers, academicians, and students.
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